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Abstract: Does an Occupying Power have a duty to protect private property rights
of protected persons against acts of its own citizens? What is the extent of such a
duty? This paper argues that under belligerent occupation, land disputes between
individuals of both sides of the conflict are not a private matter even if the
Occupying Power has no direct interest in the object of dispute. Accordingly, the
Occupying State has a duty to protect the private rights of the civilians under its
control, and to address such private disputes as a matter of public order. The
paper discusses this claim based on recent developments in the formation of land
disputes between Israelis and Palestinians in the Occupied West Bank. Until the
1990 s Israel’s de-facto annexation of the West Bank’s land (although not the
people) was manifested, most prominently, by establishing Israeli settlements
over land identified as public property. Following the Oslo accords, a shift has
occurred, when Israeli settlers, in a bottom-up process, began to cultivate private
Palestinian lands and consequentially claim title based on their adverse possession. The political conflict was transferred from the public arena to the private
one. The paper evaluates Israel’s response to these developments and considers
the applicable legal standards.
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I. Introduction
Israel occupies the West Bank since the Six Day War in 1967. Throughout the
years, Israel exhibited a dual, hybrid, approach regarding the area under its
occupation. On the one hand, it complied with the norms of belligerent occupation.1 Including, first and foremost, Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, 1907,
concerning the occupier’s duty ‘to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public
order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force
in the country’.2 Accordingly, a military commander was put in charge of the area
and a Civil Administration was assembled in order to address non-military issues
based on the laws that existed before the occupation.3 The acts of the Military
Commander and the Civil Administration’s Head are subject to review of the Israeli
Supreme Court.4
On the other hand, Israel—and in particular certain influential interest
groups within it—perceives the West Bank as part of the natural and promised
homeland of the Jewish people. Under this approach, settling and residing in the
Area is not only permitted but it is also a religious duty. Israel thus employed a
policy of de-facto annexation of the land, not including the protected inhabitants. The principal way to do so was to tweak the meaning of Articles 43, 46 and
55 of the Hague Regulations 1907. Under Article 46, the Occupying Power must
respect private property. Article 55 requires the occupying state to administer
public property in accordance with the rules of usufruct. For Israel, the combination of these two limitations meant that properties which are not clearly private
can be put to any public uses as long the property is not totally destroyed. Under
this interpretation of the law, settlements—inhabitant by citizens of the Occupying State—are not in violation of international law.5 This interpretation of international law was totally denied by the ICJ and other international institutions and

1 Yoram Dinstein, The International Law of Belligerent Occupation (CUP 2009) 48.
2 Regulations Annexed to The Hague Convention (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War
on Land, 1907, Art. 43. See Eyal Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation (2nd ed, OUP,
2012) 69; Marco Sassoli, ‘Legislation and Maintenance of Public Order and Civil Life by Occupying
Powers’ (2005) 16 EJIL 661.
3 In the context of land law, a mix of Ottoman, British Mandate, and Jordanian legal laws
continued to apply and was subject to amendments imposed by military orders.
4 David Kretzmer, The Occupation of Justice: The Supreme Court of Israel and the Occupied
Territories (SUNY Press 2002).
5 Formally, the Israeli Supreme Court never acknowledged, in so many words, the legality of the
settlements. It avoided ruling on that matter, for instance, in HCJ 4481/91 Bargil v Israeli Government (1993) PD 47(4) 210. Nevertheless, the Court’s ongoing recognition of the settlements’ project
is evident from the hundreds of cases in which it by-passed the settlements’ legality issue even
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legal experts,6 although not much have been done against the settlements or
Israel.7
For many years, the Israeli government sought exclusive control over the
establishment of settlements. It held an almost complete state monopoly.8 Israel
amended the law that was in force in the Area before 1967, when it served the
interests of establishing settlements.9 To nationalize land, free of competing
private Palestinian rights, Israel employed several methods. Most prominently, it
massively declared land as ‘no man’s land’, which is, by law, ‘state land’. Land
which was not in anyone’s possession or cultivation qualified for that matter. In
the process of ‘clearing’ title, Israel—backed by the Supreme Court—totally
ignored any claims for collective rights of communities, villages, or the Palestinian people as a whole.10 Only specific claims were considered for review. However, when such claims were filed, in most of the cases Palestinians were unable
to meet the high standard of proof. Lacking formal title, they lost their claimed
land to the state, which then allocated the land for the establishment of settlements. The conflict was therefore formed as public power against private rights.
Since the 1990 s, following the Oslo accords, in a bottom-up process, settlers
begun to cultivate lands in order to acquire individual rights in them based on
prescription laws (adverse possession). At this phase, private power was created,
and Palestinians had to directly face Jewish settlers. The political conflict was
transferred from the public arena to the private one. However, this was not a

when it was demanding for attention. The first of these case was HCJ 302/72 Hilu v Israeli
Government (1973) PD 27(2) 169.
6 For Israel, Article 49(6) of the Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War, Geneva, 12 August 1949, entered into force 21 October 1950, is irrelevant to
Jewish settlements as it prohibits only the forced transfer of protected persons from the occupied
territory. This reading was denied by many, including by the International Court of Justice (ICJ),
Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory
Opinion of 9 July 2004, ICJ Reports 2004, 136. See Orna Ben-Naftali, Ayeal M. Gross & Keren
Micaheli, ‘Illegal Occupation: Framing the Occupied Palestinian Territory’ (2005) 23 Berkeley J Int’l
L 551.
7 Compare: Eugene Kontorovich, ‘Unsettled: A Global Study of Settlements in Occupied Territories’ (2016) Northwestern Public Law Research Paper No. 16–20, available at: https://ssrn.com/
abstract=2835908.
8 The exceptions were a few cases in which settlements were built on land purchased from
Palestinian owners. Even in these cases, such as in Oranit, state’s support enabled the settlements’ establishment.
9 Kretzmer (4); Alexander Kedar, ‘The Legal Geography of Ethnocratic Settler States: Notes
Towards a Research Agenda’ (2003) 5 Current Legal Issues 401.
10 HCJ 285/81 El Nazer v Commander of Judea and Samaria (1982) PD 36(1) 701, 704–5 (the
Judgment is excerpted in English in 13 IYHR 368 (1983)). See Dinstein (n 1) 22.
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balanced private-to-private conflict. Violent acts or threats of were often involved;
Palestinians’ right of movement was limited and no civil or land courts existed in
the Occupied Territory to which Palestinians could submit claims.
Israel’s first response to the rise of this phenomenon was, simply, that is
nothing but a private dispute, not a matter of state responsibility. As time passed,
the potential for bloodshed and the threat to the rule of law imposed by these
disputes were realized. Israel then responded in two ways: a new law empowered
the Civil Administration to evict trespassers to private land, even without a
specific complaint; and a new interpretation to the substantive requirements for
adverse possession law was adopted making it harder to win title based on
possession and cultivation alone. At this stage, therefore, the state has tightened
its regulation on privatized manifestations of power.
The private-public division of power has yet been stabilized. There are push
factors toward an even greater intervention in private-to-private conflicts, to their
complete de-privatization and return to strict state monopoly; and pull factors
toward deregulation and reverse to no state intervention in these disputes. This
paper contends that it is Israel’s duty to protect Palestinians’ property against
settlers’ acts, and that this duty must be recognized and enforced. In other words,
the political conflict cannot be privatized.
The Article unfolds as follows. Part II provides an overview of the phenomenon of land disputes between Palestinians and Israelis in the West Bank, and
places it in the wider context of the political battle over land in this area. It follows
the recent decades’ transition from centralized, governmental control, to the
decentralized land related actions taken by individual settlers since the end of the
1990 s. Part III discusses the law the Military Commander enacted in response to
private disputes, which grants public power to intervene and dissolve them.
Part IV concerns the legal and political responses to this Act. In Part V, I argue for
a link between the private-public distinction and the positive duties imposed on
an occupying power in the context of private property rights.

II. Historical development of land conflics in the
West Bank
This Part traces the dramatic shift in power relations that occurred in the West
Bank in recent decades, and the ways in which the public-private relations of
power played pivotal role in the creation of the land problem in its current
formation.
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A. The 1970s–1990s: Public Power
At least since the 1970 s, Israeli governments have been active in their efforts in
favour of Jewish settlements in the West Bank, although perhaps not always as
supportive as the settlers would have liked. To establish new settlements, the
government required land free of conflicting rights. During the early 1970 s, the
Labour Party then in power endorsed the idea of establishing settlements in
strategic locations in the West Bank as part of a strategic-defensive plan (‘the
Allon Plan’), and began to requisite private lands for this purpose. The requisitions, some of which were purely ‘civil’ expropriations, while most of them were
temporary seizures of land for ‘security needs’, were formally carried out by
orders of the Military Commander of the West Bank Area (MC) but were directed
by the political branch.11
In the landmark Dawikat (1979) ruling, the Supreme Court declared that
military seizures of private property for purposes such as establishing settlements are potentially illegal, whenever the security needs of the occupation
regime were not guiding the decision. In addition, the Court noted that establishment of permanent settlements is forbidden, although this limitation was ignored over the years. In addition to this decision, the right-wing government that
assumed leadership in 1977, headed by Prime Minister Begin, decided to discontinue the practice of expropriations and military requisitions in favour of a new
tactic.12
The Begin government ordered a land survey of available ‘state land’,13 which
meant untitled land14 that had not been cultivated for at least several years.15 The
land that is ‘by its nature’ public property will be subject to a formal declaratory

11 E.g., HCJ 606/78 Job v Minister of Defense (1979) PD 33(2) 113; HCJ 390/79 Dawikat v Government of Israel (1979) PD 34(1) 1. The MC is an Israel Defence Forces (IDF) officer, usually ranked
Major-General, who is considered the Area’s governor.
12 Kretzmer (n 4) 89; Stacy Howlett, ‘Palestinian Private Property Rights in Israel and the
Occupied Territories’ (2001) 34 Vand J Transnat’l L 117, 141; Ian Lustick, ‘Israel and the West Bank
after Elon Moreh: The Mechanics of De Facto Annexation’ (1981) 35 Middle East J 567, 568.
13 Lustick ibid 569; Geremy Forman, ‘A Tale of Two Regions: Diffusion of the Israeli “50 Percent
Rule” from the Galilee to the Occupied West Bank’ (2009) 34 Law & Soci Inq 671, 691–93. The use
of the term ‘state land’ does not mean that the land belongs to the State of Israel. These lands are
managed by the Military Commander, supposedly in accordance with the Laws of Belligerent
Occupation, primarily Article 55 of the Hague Regulations.
14 According to estimations, about 60 % of the land of the West Bank is untitled. Ronit LevineSchnur, Land Registration Law: Registration and Settlement, and their Implications, in Israel and
the West Bank (Bnei-Brak: Bursi Law Books) 264.
15 El Nazer (1982); HCJ 277/84 Ae’rieb v Military Board of Appeals (1986) PD 40(2) 57.
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procedure.16 Over the years, about a quarter million acres were declared state land
that way, and were almost never allocated to Palestinians uses.17 When Palestinians objected to state land declarations, the primary question was whether they
were able to prove their individual right under Article 78 of the Ottoman Land
Code, 1858 (OLC).18 To defeat a declaration a claimant had to prove that he had
cultivated the land for at least ten consecutive years prior to the declaration
without interruption. Before the Military Board of Appeals that was established
for that purpose, representatives of the MC successfully argued that Palestinians
failed, case by case, to prove their continuing cultivation. Article 78 was the
weapon used to wipe Palestinians away.
Another avenue for assembling lands for settlements is the private purchase
of land, something that became possible after local laws that prohibited the
purchase of land by companies and foreign individuals were amended.19 These
private purchases were extremely dubious. Charlatan intermediaries (Israelis and
Palestinians) were often involved, and there were frequent claims of criminal
conduct, some of which resulted in convictions for forgery.20 In some cases the
Civil Administration came to the purchasers’ rescue. In ‘turn-over’ deals, doubtful
acquisitions (in terms of the identity of the seller or his rights under Article 78),
were declared as state land, and then allocated back to the ‘purchasers’ on nocost long-term leases.21

B. Mid 1990s–mid 2000 s: Private Power
As far-reaching as the governmental and commercial efforts to establish settlements had been, Israeli settlers have apparently not been placated by the large

16 The government argued that the declarations do not change the nature of the right and,
therefore, non-declared state land were also considered as such. This is usually referred to as
‘survey land’. E.g., HCJ 7891/07 Peace Now v Minister of Defense (2013) (unpublished).
17 Chaim Levinson, ‘0.7 % of State Land in the West Bank was Allocated to Palestinians’ Haaretz
(March 28, 2013).
18 Irus Braverman, ‘“The Tree is the Enemy Soldier”: A Sociolegal Making of War Landscapes in
the Occupied West Bank’ (2008) 42 L & Soci’y Rev 449, 459; Forman (n 13) 693.
19 Eyal Zamir & Eyal Benvenisti, ‘Private Claims to Property Rights in the Future Israeli-Palestinian Settlement’ (1995) 89 Amer J Int’l L 295.
20 Menachem Hofnung, Security Needs Versus the Rule of Law 1948–1991 (2nd ed, 2002) 312–3;
Plia Albeck, ‘The Use of Lands in Judea and Samaria for the Purposes of Jewish Settlements: Legal
Aspects and the Reality Test’, in A. Shvoot, ed, The Climb to the Mountain—The Renewed Jewish
Settlement in Judea and Samaria (2001) 221.
21 E.g., HCJ 3998/06 Yassin v MC (2006) (unpublished).
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areas allocated for the settlements’ development. Thus, circa 1995, an increasing
number of settlers, presumably disappointed by the rise of the Labour Party
government headed by Prime Minister Rabin (1992–1995) whose administration
was eager to find a diplomatic solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, began to
cultivate lands that they considered to have been abandoned by their Palestinian
owners.22 This phenomenon can be associated with other illegal extremist activities that began at that time, such as the establishment of ‘unauthorized outposts’
(ma’achazim) and acts of violence against Palestinians and their property, nonJewish sacred places, and even against Israeli military officers and bases operating in the West Bank.23
Some settlers apparently believe that the answer to the political disagreement
surrounding the Palestinian-Israeli conflict lies in individual subversive acts,
designed as a response to the ideological call for the redemption of all the land in
the Occupied Territories/Eretz-Israel.24 Irus Braverman viewed the rise of Jewish
cultivation activities as a form of identification with the Zionist pioneers and an
expression of the principle of the reconnection with the Holy Land through cultivating its soil.25 This, however, does not explain why this sort of ‘return to the land’
movement was based on trespassing, since the pre-State Zionist Movement had
always purchased the lands that were later cultivated and allocated for the establishment of communities.26 We can address this contradiction and maintain Braverman’s interpretation, if we realize how little belief do settlers hold with regard to the
actual existence of a Palestinian right. It seems that some Jewish settlers disregard
the potential for untitled private Palestinian right in principle. This is founded on a
particular (misguided) reading of the prevailing substantive norms.
In general, settlers involved in trespassing on private land do not set their
sights on state land. For them, land declared as state land is already guarded
against Palestinians’ property claims. So is the case with respect to land which has
the potential of being recognizing as state land (survey land). For survey land,
settlers’ organizations take measures, including legal ones, to obligate the Civil
Administration to protect such lands from ‘losing’ them to Palestinian cultivators.27

22 In 1995, when Zamir & Benvenisti (n 19) published their work on private property in the West
Bank, there were no private Jewish rights based on cultivation.
23 Israeli Police, Annual Report 2009 (2010) 179.
24 Abraham Shvoot, ‘Stages in the Process of Renewed Jewish Settlement in Judea, Binyamin and
Samaria’, in Abraham Shvoot, ed, The Climb to the Mountain (2001) 75, 88.
25 Braverman (n 18) 471, 473. See also Daphna Arad, ‘Farming in the West Bank: Organic
Paradise, Thorny Reality’ Haaretz (April 24, 2012).
26 Levine-Schnur (n 14) 49–51.
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Under these conditions, settlers seek to ‘protect’ or ‘redeem’ land that is
neither state land or potentially state land nor titled Palestinian land.28 Their
understanding of the substantive property law was that following a ten consecutive years of cultivation of ‘abandoned’ land they will become its legal holders—
as adverse possessors. They considered every land not in fact in possession as an
abandoned one. They were even able to believe that a land planted with olive
trees was abandoned when it was not (in their eyes) properly taken care of.29 They
trusted that a failure (on behalf of the Palestinians) to file a civil law suit against
trespassers to land might be detrimental to the owners’ right, and mere complaints won’t do.30 Consequentially, the trespasser might gain irrevocable immunity, which in unregistered land could mean a full title upon land settlement. This
reading of the substantive property law is a very limited one (see discussion
below). However, without a proper legal fight on part of the Palestinians or the
state to prove it wrong, it can hold to provide a meaningful incentive for potential
trespassers.
The result of this new practice of private initiatives and land cultivation of
land not according to a governmental allocation, was that at least in some cases
Palestinians complained to the Civil Administration. It had to deal with the rising
numbers of such disputes. Although no database provides a definitive answer as
to how many land disputes between individuals there currently are, sources
indicate that the phenomenon is neither minor nor marginal.31 As an example for

27 Eg, HCJ 5377/09 Regavim v Minister of Defense (2011) (unpublished).
28 In some cases, settlers have attempted to cultivate titled land, but this seem to have been only
at the margins. E.g., Case (Military Board of Appeals) Shuleb v Civil Administration’s Head (2009)
(unpublished).
29 Yehuda Yiftach, ‘Ronit v Ronit’ Makor Rishon (January 15, 2016).
30 This approach was ultimately rejected by the attorney general of Israel in a statement made on
his behalf in HCJ 5439/09 Abed-El-Kader v Military Board of Appeals (statement of September 8,
2011).
31 According to Israel State Comptroller, Annual Report 52A for 2001 (2001) 183, between 1995
and 2000, several dozen files were opened to investigate Palestinian complaints that Israelis had
trespassed on and/or caused damage to their land. According to correspondence with the RealEstate Department of the Legal Advisor for Judea and Samaria Office, which is part of the Military
Advocate General Headquarters, between 2007 and 2010, they received 190 complaints from
Palestinians and NGOs alleging that settlers were trespassing on private lands (September 19,
2010). According to ccorrespondence with NGOs such as Yesh Din (November 29, 2010) and Rabbis
for Human Rights (July 28, 2010; July 31, 2010), between 2005 and 2010, they dealt with 278
Palestinian complaints about land disputes (Yesh Din), and with another 40 ones (Rabbis for
Human Rights). Ariel Cahana and Hodaya Carish Hazoni, ‘State Attorney v Judea and Samaria
Cultivators’ Makor Rishon (April 13, 2011), argued that settlers planted hundreds of fruit trees and
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such disputes, let us take the story of Michael Lessens and Ahmad Abed-elKader.32
Lessens, a Jewish settler living in the Occupied West Bank, began cultivating
a tract of land that he believed had been abandoned by its former Palestinians
owners. Lessens acted upon his individual decision, with some support from the
Jewish local council where he resides, but none from Israeli governmental authorities. A short time after he added new plantations, Abed-el-Kader and several
other Palestinians from a nearby village, alleged to have unregistered rights to the
same land, based on their previous cultivation of it. The state (Civil Administration) did not claim rights. At first look, the conflict between Lessens and the
Palestinians was simply a private land dispute; if either of the parties were to
request a hearing, it would take place before a civil court of law. However, neither
one of them requested a hearing. Lessens was in no need for court proceedings in
order to maintain his possession. As a Jewish settler he often enjoyed the military’s protection whenever he needed it.33 Abed-el-Kader and his fellows, however, have had no court of law to approach to. Ever since the ‘Oslo Interim
Agreement’, such land conflicts could only be heard before courts in Israel.34
Abed-el-Kader and his fellows, were in no position to address an Israeli court,
distant from them in geographical terms (specifically with the emergence of the
security barrier at this time); as well as linguistically, politically, and culturally.
Moreover, appealing to a civil court in Israel might be viewed in their surroundings as compliance with the legitimacy of the State of Israel or the Military
Occupation.35
As a result of this legal deadlock, and with accordance to adverse possession
law, Abed-el-Kader was at risk of losing what he claimed to be his ancestors’ land.
As a private actor who fails to act, he is subject to legal consequences.36 As a
conflict between two individual parties, over a private right, the state has no
shares in this dispute. It is only the acts of the parties under the prescriptions of
the law which will determine how it will be resolved.

thousands of acres on non-state-land, including plantations that produce commercial olive oil
and wine.
32 HCJ 5439/09 Abed-el-Kader v Military Board of Appeals (2012) (unpublished).
33 HCJ 9593/04 Murar v Military Commander (2006) PD 61(1) 844.
34 The Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreements, Annex IV, Article III. See Michael Karayanni, ‘The
Quest for Creative Jurisdiction: The Evolution of Personal Jurisdiction Doctrine of Israeli Courts
towards the Palestinian Territories’ (2008) 29 Michigan J Int’l L 665; Case (Dis Jer) 7340/09 Rajbi v
Tal Construction and Investment Ltd (2010) (unpublished).
35 Stephen Ellmann, ‘Struggle and Legitimation’ (1995) 20 Law & Soci Inq 339, 339.
36 Larissa M Katz, ‘The Moral Paradox of Adverse Possession: Sovereignty and Revolution in
Property Law’ (2010) 55 McGill L J 47.
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However, one fact should not be disregarded. The Lessens-Abed-el-Kader
dispute takes place in an occupied land, where the parties do not stand on an
equal footing. While Lessens is an Israeli citizen, who enjoys full rights as such,
Abed-el-Kader is a protected civilian under international law. Moreover, characterizing the dispute as ‘private’ and thus the business of private law seems to
disregard the larger context that underlies the parties’ relationships. That is, the
political battle over the land of Erez-Israel/Palestine and the occupier’s role in
creating the conditions under which Abed-el-Kader cannot properly protect and
enforce his property rights.
Before the Oslo Interim Agreement, there were civil courts in the West Bank
where Palestinians and Israelis could face one another. As a result of the Agreement, control over civilian matters was left in the hands of the MC and the Civil
Administration only in the areas designated ‘C’, which originally included open
public areas, settlement areas, and almost no Palestinians. Thus, following the
Agreement, civil courts ceased to exist in the area. Under the Agreement, conflicts
between Israelis (including settlers) and Palestinians regarding real property in
Area C could only be heard before Israeli courts, unless an Israeli defended agreed
to be sued in a Palestinian court.
For Palestinians, bringing a case before an Israeli court entails high costs—
fees for an Israeli attorney, court fees, travel costs and other expenses associated
with land proceedings, such as those for a land surveyor and for an aerial
photography expert. But that is just the beginning of it. Palestinians are not
usually permitted to travel to Israel, and their entry must be secured by a special
daily pass. Security restrictions limit the availability of these passes to many
Palestinians.
A different obstacle is that legal proceedings in Israel are conducted only in
Hebrew, and even though a court translator must be present if asked, issues of
mistranslation or misinterpretation are often raised. More importantly, some
consider the selling of land to Jews as entitling the seller to a death sentence.37
Given such threats, people are expected to beware of acts that might seem to even
imply a sale to Israelis. In our regard, a legal proceeding between a Palestinian
and an Israeli might (falsely) indicate a sale, as since the British Mandate days it
was common to assure the validity of such sales by going to court and denying
the sale, but intentionally losing the case to the buying party.38 Lastly, under the

37 Cf, Case (Dis Jer) 9107/09 State of Israel v Amor (2009) (unpublished).
38 Adam S Hofri-Winogradow – ‘Zionist Settlers and the English Private Trust in Mandate Palestine’ (2012) 30 Law and History Review 813; Levine-Schnur (n 14) 51.
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preponderance of the evidence standard in civil cases in Israel, the claimant must
prove his rights of possession in order to entitle him to a remedy against a
trespasser. However, given that the lands in question are not titled and in some
cases the lands were not in fact recently in the claimants’ possession, Palestinians
find it extremely difficult to win a case.
To sum, the phenomenon of Palestinian-claimed properties in the West Bank
ending up in the hands of individual settlers can therefore be attributed to the fact
that the disputes were relegated to the private sphere, and that Palestinians
failed, in principle, to defend their rights in Israeli courts.

III. Regaining public power to address private
disputes
For several years, Palestinians complaints about private takeovers of their lands
that were lodged with the Civil Administration fell on deaf ears. The disputes were
regarded as a private matter, no different than any other private dispute. However, as the number of disputes grew larger, evidence for violent activities in
relation to land conflicts began to pile up. Around the year 2005, the MC and the
Civil Administration began to realize the potential for bloodshed over land
possession.39 Reacting to that, the MC took the unexpected step of prioritizing the
principles of rule of law and public order over what was till then conceived as
beyond public power. Thus, the MC decided that even though the disputes
concerned private property and private acts, they were not private disputes, but
rather a matter of public order. To do so, two legal solutions were employed by
the MC through his legal advisors. First, they began to defend a stricter interpretation to the substantive law. They suggested that if Palestinians ceased to cultivate
their lands, the land may become—under some conditions—public land, but not
an abandoned land that can be subject to adverse possession claims. Furthermore, they argued that in order to minimize incentives for land disputes, the laws
of adverse possession should be read in line with equity demands and in accordance with modern-day needs. In particular, in accordance with the fact of the
occupation and the normative demands this situation imposes.40
Therefore, it was argued, even if the original purpose of the Ottoman Land
Code (Article 78 in particular) was to encourage the use of uncultivated lands in

39 Talya Sasson, Opinion Concerning Unauthorized Outposts (2005).
40 See Abed-el-Kader (2012).
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order to enlarge the Ottomans’ tax base,41 the provisions of the Article should not
necessarily be interpreted in the same way today. In the modern world, a time of
diminishing resources, there is no justification for encouraging individuals to
seize lands. Land distribution should be achieved through public mechanisms
that are just and equal. The appropriation of land without clear-cut governmental
authorization is considered morally wrong and a basis for anarchy, and even
more so when taking into consideration the terms of belligerent occupation.42
Applying an updated set of substantive norms might not provide a sufficient
response to the settlers’ large-scale entrance into agriculture on private Palestinian lands. It might have effect on settlers’ incentives to cultivate lands that
would not be considered theirs in the end, but it might as well have no effect on
them. Settlers driven by ideological beliefs might be oblivious to the substantive
property outcomes of their practices, as long as in the meantime they would be
immune from lawsuits, given Palestinians’ inability to protect their rights. Even
after the modification of the substantive law, the poor enforcement of private
Palestinian property rights will still prevail as due to the reasons detailed above.
Understanding these reality, in 2007 the MC, that effectively holds legislation
powers, signed Military Order 1586. This Act empowers the Head of the Civil
Administration (HCA) to directly interfere in private land disputes.43 The Act,
ordered in response to the swell in land disputes, authorizes the HCA to initiate
an administrative procedure against those who trespass on private lands. The
rationale for the Act of 2007 was that the MC should take action whenever a
dispute arises between Israelis and Palestinians, and there is a public interest in
dissolving it. In fact, the Act allows public power in a “private” context.
According to the Act, had the HCA identified that there is an interference with
a non-state land, including cultivating the land, fencing it, pasturing, etc. without
a legal authorisation for that, then he can act. First, the HCA needs to submit a
demand requiring the interferer to present a legal authorisation for his or her
actions. The Demand initiated by the HCA, shifts the burden of brining evidence
to the interferer, demanding that he or she present a convincing argument that—
independently of anyone else’s rights—they have a legal authorisation for their
actions (such as a legal right, governmental guarantee and so forth). Had the
interferer failed to supply such a convincing proof, then the HCA may order that

41 See, eg, Martin Bunton, Colonial Land Policies in Palestine, 1917–1936 (OUP 2007) 31.
42 The MC argued for this interpretation in his petition against the Military Board of Appeals in
HCJ 9296/08 MC v Military Board of Appeals (submitted November 5, 2008) (the petition was later
on withdrawn as a result of political pressures at the highest levels).
43 Land Act (Interference with Private Property) (Judea and Samaria) (No 1586), 2007 (Military
Order 1586).
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the interferer and everything he or she added to the land be evacuated. If the HCA
acts in response to a complaint, then he is required to determine under the
preponderance of the administrative evidence which of the parties claiming for
the land is more likely to have the right to hold the land, but he is not required to
be convinced that the complainant has full, undisputed, right to it.44 The HCA’s
decision to evacuate a possessor is subject to an appeal before the Military Board
of Appeals. A case against the Board’s decision can be brought to a final review of
the Israeli Supreme Court. The Act orders some restrictions on the HCA’s ability to
extract demands. The principal demands are that the interferer’s use must last no
more than five years before the proceedings are carried on (unless the pattern of
use has been substantially changed over time, in which case the time restriction
elapses). Moreover, when the HCA decides to make use of his discretionary
powers, he is subject to the general principles of administrative law; for example,
his decision must be impartial, reasonable, and must result from a conventional
process of analysing all the relevant and available data and evidence.45
The Lessens example, mentioned above was one of the first cases in which
the Act was activated. In light of Lessens’ inability to formulate a legal authorisation for holding the land he cultivated, the HCA ordered Lessens to leave the land
and remove his plantations from it. However, narrowly interpreting the Act, the
Military Board of Appeals disagreed with the HCA’s decision in the particular
case. Moreover, the Board had issues with the legality of the Act itself, stressing
that the MC’s bailiwick should not extend to private disputes. The Palestinians
then petitioned the Supreme Court to reconsider the case; the MC lent his support
to their endeavour.
In March 2012 the Supreme Court handed down its decision in the LessensAbed-el-Kader case. The Court saw the Act as not only valid but also crucial to
maintain the MC’s obligations. The Court reaffirmed the MC’s position that the Act
corresponds with the MC’s duties to maintain the public order, and to respect and
protect the private property of the protected civilians, under Articles 43 and 46 of
the Hague Regulations 1907. According to the Court’s ruling, the Act enables the
MC to carry out these duties, and it provides the MC with the required mechanism
for their fulfilment. The Supreme Court adapted, in addition, the novel interpretation suggested by the MC for the substantive requirements for adverse possession.
In affirming the Act, the Supreme Court seemed to require the MC to actively
and directly monitor the land-related actions taken by settlers. The Court acknowledged that in the fraught West Bank, the MC’s duties go beyond providing

44 HCJ 1315/12 Hushia v Minister of Defense (2014) (unpublished).
45 Id; Abed-el-Kader (2012).
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indirect inspection, such as laying the groundwork to enable civilians to bring
settlers’ actions before the Court.46 This is apart from the fact that there are no
courts of law in the West Bank able to deal with this kind of disputes.
To conclude, the Act initiated by the MC in 2007 is a necessary legal instrument to execute the occupying power duties to protect private property. The mere
modification of substantive property law requirements is not enough. While the
Act enables the HCA to stop further trespassing (provided five years have not
elapsed), the modified interpretation is intended to change the cultivator’s motivation, since she would not acquire title simply by cultivating the land. The
combination of these two elements assures that illegal violations of private land
rights would not continue nor validated, as long of course that these norms are
enforced.
And as for the Lessens and Abed-el-Kader dispute, in May 2012 the land was
returned to the latter and his fellows.

IV. And the pendulum keeps swinging
Given that the State of Israel’s policies towards land issues in the West Bank (for
example, those regarding the declaration of state land, as discussed above) are
constantly being affected by the settlers’ success as an interest group, it is remarkable that the MC was able to proceed with the new Act and its profound (negative)
effect on the settlers’ land-cultivation practices. For instance, predicting the farreaching potential implications of the Abed-el-Kader precedent for the settlers’
cultivation and land-possession practices, the then chairperson of the Judea and
Samaria Council called upon the Prime Minister of Israel to invalidate the decision
that ‘would end the future of the renewed Jewish cultivation’ in the West Bank.47
There is little doubt that the Supreme Court’s decision in the Lessens-Abed-elKader case (2012) to affirm the MC’s conceptual shift and to recentralize these
disputes could have fundamentally altered the legal significance of the settlers’
land-related activities.
However, soon after the Supreme Court delivered its decision, the then Head
of the Civil Administration, Brigadier-General Allmoz, who was subject to settlers’
pressures due to his position, announced his intention not to exercise the powers
granted to him by the Act. In fact, from the beginning of Allmoz’s term of office as
46 Compare Mathew D. McCubbins and Thomas Schwartz, ‘Congressional Oversight Overlooked:
Police Patrols versus Fire Alarms’ (1984) 28 J Political Science 165.
47 Y Karov, ‘The Chairperson of the Setllers’s Council: A Concrete Threat to Cultivators’ INN
(March 21, 2012).
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Head of the Civil Administration in 2010, he resented the idea of initiating procedures in accordance with the Act. This explains why no more than a few conflicts
were treated under Military Act 1586 since 2010 to date. Thus, within the first seven
years since its proclamation, the Act was employed in 25 land disputes, all of
which targeted what seemed to be an Israeli takeover of private land.48 More than
80 % of the cases were opened before September 2010. When the legal advisor for
Judea and Samaria advised Allmoz, that his announcement was unacceptable, it
was leaked to the press and the legal advisor was strongly attacked by right-wing
politicians.49
Furthermore, a short time after the episode between the HCA and his legal
advisor, a public report addressing the issue was handed down by the late
Edmond Levy, a former Israeli Supreme Court judge. The report was ordered by
the Prime Minister of Israel, Benjamin Netanyahu, knowing that Justice Levy was
pro-settler. Justice Levy’s dissent opinion with regard to the 2005 disengagement
plan from the Gaza Strip is a vivid example of that.50
In the report, Justice Levy adopted the view that Israel did not occupy the
West Bank, because the Jordanians who governed the Area following the British
Mandate were not a legitimate regime. According to the report, the laws of
belligerent occupation therefore ‘cannot be considered applicable to the sui
generis historic and legal circumstances of Israel’s presence in Judea and Samaria
spanning over decades’. The report posits that unauthorized outposts should be
legalized, and the restrictions on the purchase of private lands must be removed.
In our context, the Levy Report calls on the Prime Minister to cancel Military Order
1586 and the administrative powers it granted vis-à-vis disputes; and to assure
that Israelis could further gain rights based solely on cultivation, denying the
complexities that are involved in this regard. The report calls for the establishment of courts for the adjudication of land disputes in the West Bank or, alternatively, extending the jurisdiction of Israeli district judges in order to enable them
to handle land disputes.51
According to the Report, prescribing public powers with regard to ‘private’
land disputes is a political interference that results in the infringement of Israel’s
(and Israelis’) rights to the West Bank’s contested land. Allowing the disputes to

48 Correspondence with Real-Estate Department of the Legal Advisor for Judea and Samaria
Office (February 27, 2014).
49 Chaim Levinson, ‘IDF Brass Clash over How to Deal with Settlers on West Bank Farmland’
Haaretz (March 11, 2012).
50 HCJ 1661/05 Gaza’s Coast Regional Council v Israeli Knesset (2005) PD 59(2) 481.
51 Report on the Legal Status of Building in Judea and Samaria (the Levy Report) (2012). See
Isabel Kershner, ‘Validate Settlements, Israeli Panel Suggests’ NY Times (July 9, 2012).
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remain in the ‘private’ sphere would ensure, so the Report believes, that the ‘right’
political views will be protected. The Levy’s recommendations, specifically with
regards to the Act, might at any time be pursued by the Government. Meanwhile,
the Act has not been applied to new cases for years, although it has not been
totally abolished to.
In 2008 Braverman discerned the first signs that Israeli officials were becoming ‘detached’ from settlers, and proposed that the trend was due to Israel’s
‘desire to set itself apart from certain settlers’.52 The backlash responses to the
Lessens-Abed-el-Kader case, show that although a temporary detachment from
the settlers of the West Bank was endorsed by military officials and their legal
advisors, with support from the Supreme Court, a rift has developed between
them and the Israeli government and the Knesset (Israeli Parliament). While the
MC and the Commander’s staff have instituted legal proceedings in the hopes of
constraining the settlers, these actions were met with resistance from the Prime
Minister’s Office and the Levy Report, as if in answer to the prayers of the settlers’
interest group.
For some time after the Levy Report it seemed to be that the pendulum is still
swinging between supporters and opponents of the view that private land disputes in the West Bank are not in fact an entirely private matter, and should not
be treated as such. But by mid 2017 it seems that the pendulum’s swinging is
much slower. The Knesset has recently passed an exceptionally harsh Act, under
which untitled land used for Israeli settlements will be registered as state land
unless someone else was able to prove his or her right to them, meaning,
amending the substantive property law to the detriment of the protected civilians. Moreover, titled land currently in use for settlements will be immediately
expropriated for the benefit of these settlements.53 The Act, which started in
response to a court order requiring the eviction of the illegal outpost Amona,54
was advocated by the government and is considered to be the first act of the
Knesset which applies directly to the West Bank land. The Act is now subject to
judicial scrutiny for its constitutionality and compliance with international
norms requirements.55 While the Act’s clear illegality was called on even by the
attorney general,56 he has been advancing other illegitimate ‘solutions’ for the
Amona issue and alike outposts on private lands. Such as, advocating the idea

52 Braverman (n 18) 472.
53 Deregularization Act for the Settlements in Judea and Samaria, 5777-2017, SH 410 (Isr.).
54 HCJ 9949/08 Hamed v Minister of Defense (2014) (unpublished).
55 HCJ 1308/7 City of Silwad v the Knesset of Israel (pending).
56 Shlomo Piotrokowski, ‘Mandelblit: I Oppose Regulation Law Irrespective of Amona’ Arutz
Sheva (Novermber 24, 2016).
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that private Palestinian property whose owners, or some of them, are not residents of the West Bank, will be used for accommodating settlers’ needs.57 These
new directions of annulling private rights for the benefit o settlers were not
fought against by the Military Commander or his legal advisors. To the contrary.
Those, who ones used to lead the camp of protecting private Palestinian property
rights are now submissive followers.58

V. The death of the public-private distinction
Realist legal thinkers have tried to draw attention to the pliability of legal
categories such as the private-public dichotomy. They emphasized the strong ties
between political forces, the construction of those categories, and their inserted
normative implications. This Article offered a real-life example of the instability
of the public law—private law categories, drawn from the recent decade’s changes
with regard to the state’s attitude towards land disputes between Palestinians
and Israelis in the Occupied West Bank. This example reveals the socio-political
dimension of maintaining the public/private dichotomy intact.
In its classical formulation, the role of the government in private law is
merely to facilitate horizontal dealings between private parties, contrary to the
vertical relations between the government and individuals, that pertain to the
public law. Assigning, for instance, property law to the realm of private law,
implies normative consequences. While public law is a sphere for pursuing the
public good and political goals, private law is designated, solely or mostly, for the
protection of individuals’ freedom and autonomy.59 This position rests on the
Lockean perspective that property is a pre-political right; and on Nozick’s entitle-

57 HCJ 794/17 Ziada v MC (2017) (unpublished); Chaim Leinson, Yotam Berger, ‘The Attorney
General Allows to Transfer Amona to Nearby Absentees’ Properties’ Haaretz (December 12, 2016).
The illegality of this suggestion lies in the fact that private property of the protected civilians must
be protected; not ever used for establishing settlements of the occupying power. Taking measures
of control regarding ‘absentees’ property is an occupied area might be justified only ‘to the degree
necessary to prevent its use by or for the benefit of the hostile forces or in a manner harmful to the
occupant’ (U. S. Army Manual, The Law of Land Warfare (Department of the Army Field Manual,
1956), Section 399).
58 E.g., Highest Planning Board Meeting 571, decision on Yosh/1/2016.
59 See, eg, Michel Rosenfeld, ‘Rethinking the Boundaries Between Public Law and Private Law
for the Twenty First Century: An Introduction’ (2013) 11 I-CON 125, 125–26; Alon Harel, ‘Public and
Private Law’, in M Dubber and T Hörnle, eds, Oxfrod Handbook of Criminal Law (OUP 2014); Ernest
Weinrib, ‘Private Law and Public Right’ (2011) 61 U Toronto L J 191.
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ment theory of distributive justice, that follows Locke in concluding the normative
priority of private law over public law and its autonomous status.60
Legal realists, however, argued for the public nature of private law and for the
inadequacy of conveying public and political goals only to public law. They also
contended that in fact private law serves as an instrument for political aims. In the
context of property law, which is paradigmatically a part of private law, the extent
to which the law confers on a right-holder the power to exclude others from things
that are necessary to their well-being, the law grants her a form of sovereign
power. Furthermore, the law matters when it is coercive and legal coercion is a
public matter, justified by public policies. Therefore, having regulated forms of
coercive powers conferred on individuals, the law ought to regulate them for the
sake of promoting the public good.61 Property rights that cannot be enforced, in
the sense of preventing others from capturing the property’s attributes, are valueless, and enforceability of rights depends on accessibility to adjudicatory institutions backed by the coercive authority of the state.62
Critical scholars further argued that defining and regulating something as
‘property’ or ‘private’, and subsequently demanding non-interference on that
private sphere, on the part of the state, is the result of applying law and social
norms, both public creations. As such, the concept of what is ‘private’ can be
changed, and what ultimately rules is the public decision about what is private
and what is not. Others argued against the division of labour between public law
and private law and the autonomy of private law, and advocated the notion that
the relationships protected by private law should rely on our public values.63 It
has also been recently demonstrated how the design of property affects the public
order.64

60 John Locke, Two Treatises of Government ((P. Laslett, ed, 1690, 1960., chapter V section 27;
Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (1974) 150–153.
61 LL Fuller and William R Perdue, Jr, ‘The Reliance Interest in Contract Damages’ (1936) 46 Yale
L J 52; Robert L Hale, ‘Coercion and Distribution in a Supposedly Non-Coercive State’ (1923) 38
Political Science Quarterly 470, 478; Morris Raphael Cohen, ‘Property and Sovereignty’ (1928) 13
Cornell L Q 8, 12.
62 Yoram Barzel, Economic Analysis of Property Rights (2nd ed, CUP, 1997) 4; Kathryn FirminSellers, ‘The Politics of Property Rights’ (1995) 89 American Political Science Review 867, 867; Elin
Henrysson and Sandra F Joireman, ‘On the Edge of the Law: Women’s Property Rights and
Dispute Resolution in Kissii, Kenya’ (2009) 43 Law & Soc Rev 39, 57.
63 E.g., Ruth Gavison, ‘Feminism and the Public/Private Distinction’ (1992) 45 Stan L Rev 1, 16.
64 Hanoch Dagan, ‘The Public Dimension of Private Property’ (2013) 24 King’s Law J 260; Daniel
Fitzpatrick, ‘Evolution and Chaos in Property Rights Systems: The Third World Tragedy of
Contested Access’ (2006) 115 Yale L J 996, 1147–1148.
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It seems however that the belief among lawmakers and the public remains
overwhelmingly dominant that there are clear, independent, notions for legal
terms such as ‘property’, ‘ownership’, and ‘a private matter’, notions that are
beyond dispute or contextualism. Even today, emerging normative theories of
private law justify the existence of private adjudications and non-interference on
the part of the state. But just as legal categories are the result of political
decisions, so is the contextualism embedded in every legal terminology.65
The case before us of land disputes in the West Bank, is a powerful example
to prove right the Legal Realists’ understanding that identifying certain conflicts
as ‘private’ and classing them in the allegedly neutral sphere of ‘private law’, is
itself a political decision. Put differently, this is a test case for the socio-legal
attempts to designate certain, clearly political conflicts, to the ‘private’ interpersonal realm, where they can be stripped of their political attributes and subjected
to the rigidities of property and evidence law. Having land disputes bared of their
socio-political context and addressed as ‘simply a private matter’ enable politicians and lawmakers to hold the unjustified belief that they can discard their
moral and political obligations toward the Palestinian people who are under their
responsibility as the result of the military occupation of the West Bank. Reviewing
these disputes as ‘public’ ones enable courts and lawmakers to address their
political nature more properly and the means for doing so were described here.
While all political regimes have duties to provide for public order and to take
legal steps against violence, belligerent occupation imposes further reaching
obligations. In an area subject to military occupation the occupier is required,
under humanitarian international law, not only to refrain from acts that undermine these duties (the negative aspect of his obligations) but also to take measures to assure that civilians’ rights are indeed protected (the positive aspect).66
Article 46 of the Hague Regulations mandates that private property (as well as
family honour and rights, the lives of persons, and religious convictions and
practices) must be respected. Furthermore, public property should not be lost to
adverse possessors—even if they are Israelis—based on the requirement to subject

65 WW Cook, ‘“Substance” and “Procedure” in the Conflict of Laws’ (1933) 42 Yale L J 333, 334.
66 See ICJ, Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo (Democratic Republic of the Congo v
Uganda), Judgment, 19 December 2005, ICJ Reports 2005, para 216; Noam Lubell, ‘Human Rights
Obligations in Military Occupation’ (2012) 94 International Review of the Red Cross 337; Sandra
Krahenmann ‘Positive Obligations in Human Rights Law During Armed Conflicts’, in R Kolb and
G Gaggioli, eds, Research Handbook on Human Rights and Humanitarian Law (Edward Elgar 2013)
170; H Gasser, ‘Protection of Civilian Population’, in D E Fleck (ed), Handbook of Humanitarian
Law in Armed Conflict (OUP 1995) 211–13; HCJ 4764/04 Physicians for Human Rights v the MC in
Gaza (2004) PD 58(5) 385.
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the use of public property to the rules of usufruct only, under Article 55. Under
the provisions of Articles 43 and 46, private property rights of the protected
persons need not only be respected but also actively protected against interferences whether of the occupying power itself, de facto state organs,67 or non-state
organs.68
The need for public involvement in land disputes means that it should not
depend upon proof that the offended party has a specific claim to the land in
conflict. The military commander should not only deal with a specific claimant,
but instead should fulfil its obligations to the rule of law, i.e., maintaining public
order and protecting the collective and individual property rights of the relevant
group (protected civilians). The occupying power must act upon discovery of
private act of its own civilians which is targeted against the protected people’s
property. The burden of proof should rely on the trespasser, requiring her to
provide a legal justification for her actions. In the absence of a valid explanation,
the administration should put an end to the trespassing while providing the
trespasser with an opportunity for a hearing before an independent tribunal.
To conclude, the international law of belligerent occupation seems to provide
a way out of the public-private divide. Even disputes between individuals over
private resources require the occupying power to exercise his commitment to the
protected civilians under his watch. A failure to do so may justify international
intervention.

67 DRC v Uganda (2015) para 214.
68 Id, para 158; US Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, In re List and Others (Hostages Trial) (1948) 15
AD 632, p. 652; US Department of Defence, Law of War Manual (June 2015), Section 11.5; Marco
Longobardo, ‘State Responsibility for International Humanitarian Law Violations by Private
Actors in Occupied Territories and the Exploitation of Natural Resources’ (2016) 63 Netherlands
Int’l L 251, 263–264.
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